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ABSTRACT

The challenge to fully exploit the potential of existing and upcoming scientific instruments like large single-dish radio telescopes is to process the collected massive data effectively and efficiently. As a "quasi 2D stencil computation" with the "Moore neighborhood pattern," gridding is the most computationally intensive step in data reduction pipeline for radio astronomy studies, enabling astronomers to create correct sky images for further analysis. However, the existing gridding frameworks can either only run on multi-core CPU architecture or do not support high-concurrency, multi-channel data gridding. Their performance is then limited, and there are emerging needs for innovative gridding frameworks to process data from large single-dish radio telescopes like the Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical Telescope (FAST). To address those challenges, we developed a High Efficient Gridding framework, HEGrid, by overcoming the above limitations. HEGrid is the first effort to solve the gridding of multi-channel data from the large single-dish radio telescope by multi-pipeline concurrency in the CPU-GPU heterogeneous environment. Specifically, we propose and construct the gridding pipeline in heterogeneous computing environments and achieve multi-pipeline concurrency for high performance multi-channel processing. Furthermore, we propose pipeline-based co-optimization to alleviate the potential negative performance impact of possible intra- and inter-pipeline low computation and I/O utilization, including component share-based redundancy elimination, thread-level data reuse and overlapping I/O and computation. Our experiments are based on both simulated datasets and actual FAST observational datasets. The results show that HEGrid outperforms other state-of-the-art gridding frameworks by up to 5.5x and has robust hardware portability, including AMD Radeon Instinct GPU and NVIDIA GPU.

1. Introduction

Effective and efficient data processing methods are an emerging need to fully exploit the potential of existing and upcoming scientific instruments and accelerate scientific discovery, such as data processing for the large single-dish radio telescopes FAST, Arecibo, Effelsberg and Green Bank, etc. To record sky images from a wide range of frequencies, large single-dish radio telescope receivers contain a large number of independent channels with various band coverage settings. Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical Telescope (FAST) [3, 7, 16, 27], the world’s largest single-dish radio telescope, has been in operation since 2020. FAST receivers comprise 65,536 independent frequency channels (a significantly large but typical number for many large single-dish radio telescopes) and generate a massive volume of radio astronomical data across all frequency channels at a rate of 10-20 PB-size per year [16].

To obtain the correct sky images from such data, gridding is one of the critical steps which maps non-uniform data samples onto a uniformly distributed target grid map (referred to as target map) for further analysis. It is usually the most computationally intensive and time-consuming step [12, 21, 25] due to the huge size of data in multiple channels.

For those reasons, there is a great need for fast and high-performance gridding frameworks to process multi-channel radio astronomical data from large single-dish radio telescopes.

Gridding algorithm is similar to stencil computation since it iteratively updates each target cell based on neighboring points and can be treated as one type of "quasi 2D stencil computation" with "Moore neighborhood pattern"[20]. However, gridding also differs from the stencil computation in the following ways: (1) the number of selected neighboring points for each cell may not be fixed but vary significantly; (2) the number and location of neighboring points for each cell is not determined till the cell is updated. These two features pose a challenge for effective access to neighboring points contributing to the calculation. In addition, there would be much more neighboring points used in gridding than in the stencil computation. For instance, in some gridding applications with high sampling densities, the number of neighboring points could reach nearly 90,000, adding additional challenge for cells update.

A number of gridding frameworks have been developed for processing data from various types of radio telescopes. Among them, Cygrid [26] is one of the most popular and effective gridding frameworks. It supports multi-core CPU architecture and has been applied to the Effelsberg-Bonn HI Survey and the Galactic All-Sky Survey [2]. However, as discussed above, the gridding is more suitable for imple-
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2. Background and Motivation

2.1. The Need of Gridding

Radio telescope consists of antenna and array receivers which detect radio signals from astronomical sources in the sky. Given the size of the large single-dish radio telescope, deploying the telescope in a "drift scan" is usually needed as a feasible and near-optimum sky survey strategy. The "drift scan" means moving the telescope’s receivers to a target azimuth and then fixing the telescope. Since the earth rotates once in 24 hours, various celestial objects enter the receiver’s field of view once, recorded in a coordinate of two directions: right ascension and declination.

Figure 1 shows the layout of 19-beam receivers of FAST and the "drift scan" strategy of FAST’s survey [7]. FAST adopts a fixed rotation angle of the beam pattern toward a certain declination on the sky, and the drifting drags the receiver along the right ascension direction. By rotating the array by $23.4^\circ$, the most uniform coverage in the declination direction and super-Nyquist sampling can be achieved [16]. After a 24-hour scan of a certain declination, a new declination is taken for new surveys of objects [16, 28]. The received continuous data streams are stored in a multi-dimensional array according to values of channel number, right ascension, declination, forming a multi-dimensional datacube. However, this strategy can cause a problem, the coverage of the raw recorded data has a much denser grid resolution in the right ascension direction than in the decl-
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We provide the background on gridding algorithms and the motivation for innovative methods in Section 2 and discuss the related work in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the design of HEGrid and optimization methods we used. Section 5 compares HEGrid to other gridding frameworks by conducting various performance experiments using both simulated and actual observational data from FAST. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Background and Motivation

2.1. The Need of Gridding

Radio telescope consists of antenna and array receivers which detect radio signals from astronomical sources in the...
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3. Related Work

Gridding is one of the most critical tasks in processing radio astronomical data such as pulsar data, spectral line data and so on. Several gridding frameworks have been developed and customized for such data processing in the field of radio astronomy. Cygrid [26] is one of the state-of-the-art works and runs only on the CPU platforms, which has been applied to studies like the Effelsberg-Bonn HI Survey and the Galactic All-Sky Survey [2]. However, its gridding performance is limited by the CPU architecture because it can’t handle well the main features of gridding: single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD) stream. Modern parallel processors, such as GPU instead of CPU should be able to provide a better platform for such SIMD operations.

Image-Domain Gridding [21] implemented the gridding on both CPU and GPU, and has been deployed to the LOFAR (Low-Frequency Array) Central Processing center. It utilizes CUDA stream and related mathematics library to optimize the gridding. However, it cannot be applied to single-dish radio telescopes, and the portability of the algorithm is not desirable.

Other methods including [5], [17], [19] and [31]. For instance, [19] developed a work-distribution scheme for grid-
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Figure 4: Raw data points are partitioned into different pixels. Each pixel has its index information, including pixel_idx, ring_idx, ring length, etc.

![Diagram of pixel partitioning]

ring_idx = 0, pixel_idx = 2, length = 6
ring_idx = 1, pixel_start_idx = 6, pixel_idx = 8, length = 5

4. Design of HEGrid

This section introduces the design and implementation of our multi-channel radio astronomical data gridding framework, HEGrid. We first explain the design of the HEGrid pipeline and present the capabilities of multiple pipeline concurrency on heterogeneous architecture. Then, the details of pipeline-based co-optimization strategies were given. Furthermore, we port HEGrid to heterogeneous computing environments with different GPU architectures.

4.1. HEGrid Pipeline

Figure 3 shows the pipeline of HEGrid. First, an efficient look-up table (LUT) is built in the pre-processing step to accelerate the contribution point acquisition process. Second, to accelerate the most time-consuming cell update step, we achieve cell update parallelization by using SIMT instruction-level parallelism on GPU.

4.1.1. Building the Efficient LUT

As discussed in Section 1, uncertainty (location, number) of contribution points brings challenges to the cell update. We design an efficient lookup table with the help of HEALPix\(^2\) [11]. With HEALPix, the raw data points on the celestial surface are partitioned into different pixels with different indexes, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 5 gives an example for illustrating the process of lookup table build in Figure 3. First, the 17 raw data points \(S_i (i = 1, 2, ..., 17)\) are partitioned into 9 pixels (A ~ I), and then the pixel_idx was sorted as shown in Figure 5 (step \(\mathcal{S}\)) in Figure 3). The Block Indirect sort algorithm is utilized in our work, its average time complexity is \(O(N \log N)\). Second, the location of coordinates and sampling value in memory for the raw data points was adjusted according to their pixel_idx (steps \(\mathcal{T} \) and \(\mathcal{S}\)). Third, after computing the ring_idx of the latitude ring where different pixels are located, the lookup table is built based on the ring_idx, pixel_idx, and sampling points index (step \(\mathcal{S}\)). The pre-processing step runs on CPU because there is a series of logic operations.

4.1.2. Parallelizing Cell Updates

Vectorization is a common technique employed in parallel processors. Cell update step has computational characteristics of single instruction multiple data streams. In HEGrid, we manually vectorize the cell update on GPU in a SIMT manner.

Algorithm 1 shows the workflow of the cell update step. After loading the data points and lookup table from the host, we first compute the pixel_idx of the target cell, and determine the region (including the range of the ring, the starting pixel index on the contribution ring, and the offset between different contribution rings) of the contribution points for the target cell. Then, with the help of the developed lookup table in Section 4.1.1, the contribution points are loaded ring-by-ring from device memory to the streaming multiprocessor (SM)\(^3\), and their weights contributed to the target cell is computed. When a thread finishes its task for one target cell, we cache the temporary results to register memory.

As the smallest unit of SM execution and GPU resource

---

\(^2\)HEALPix is a software package for hierarchical equal-area isolatitude pixelation on spherical surfaces in astronomy, which makes fast, accurate statistical or astrophysical analysis of massive all-sky datasets.

\(^3\)We mainly use terminology from NVIDIA hardware, such as SM, block, and warp, equivalent to CU, workgroup, and wavefront in AMD terminology.
Algorithm 1: Cell Update Workflow

Input: sorted data, LUT, target map
Result: updated cells

for target_cell[0] to target_cell[n] do
    Compute the pixel_idx of the target cell;
    Compute the min contribution ring ring_min;
    Compute the max contribution ring ring_max;
    for ring_min to ring_max do
        Compute the min contribution pixel pixel_min;
        Compute the max contribution pixel pixel_max;
        Compute the min indices i of raw data in pixel_min;
        Load the contribution points raw_data[i];
        while pixel_idx of raw_data[i] ≤ pixel_max do
            if d(target_cell[], raw_data[i]) ≤ R then
                Compute the weight sum;
                Compute the weighted value;
                i = i + 1
            end
        end
    end
    Normalize the weighted value;
    Update cell;
end

scheduling for NVIDIA GPU and AMD GPU, the thread warp is the key to achieve efficient cell update. In a warp, all threads execute in a single-instruction, multiple-thread (SIMT) manner [14]. Target cells on the same row have the same contribution ring and the difference is that its contribution points may locate in different regions of the contribution ring. Furtherly, as shown in Figure 6, the contribution points on the same contribution ring for adjacent target cells have overlapping contribution regions. To enable HEGrid could port to the computing environments with different GPU architectures and obtain a high cache hit rate on GPU, we propose an efficient organization strategy for parallel threads on GPU. The detail is that we use one thread block as a vector, and each of the threads in the thread block is responsible for one target cell. In addition, we assign the parallel threads along the longitude direction, and each thread warp is responsible for the computational tasks of the consecutive target cells. Figure 7 shows the parallel threads assignment in HEGrid. The warp number in each row equals cell_num_one_row / 32 (64)². By organizing parallel threads in this way, using warp as the task parallelization unit, we can strengthen the portability of the HEGrid across different GPU architectures. Furthermore, our thread assignment strategy also considers the data reusability of interthreads. The threads responsible for adjacent target cells can reuse the data cached in the GPU L1/L2 cache.

4.2. Multi Pipeline Concurrency

As discussed in the Section 1, because receivers typically cover a wide range of frequencies, the sky survey of large single-dish radio telescopes collect sky data using a large number of, independent frequency channels. Thus, the data processing in those channels are naturally independent to each other. Combining multi-channel radio astronomical data characteristics, we explore the process-level parallelization and implementation of multi-channel gridding in this section.

4.2.1. Profiling

GPU supports multi-stream parallel execution [8, 13, 23], which can facilitate the HEGrid to realize process-level parallelization on GPU, by dispatching the cell update for different channels to different streams.

We analyzed the time spent at each stage of the HEGrid pipeline. Figure 8 shows our experimental results. The length of the rectangle represents the duration. It can be seen that T1 > T3 > T2 > T4.

The prerequisite of using GPU streams in the grid-
4.3.1. Component Share-based Redundancy Elimination

As mentioned in Section 4.1, data points in different channels with the same coordinate correspond to the same HEALPix pixels. In HEGrid, each pipeline can build up its lookup table and load it from host to device. It’s not hard to see that this causes the existence of redundant computations and redundant data transfers. We design a "shared component" mechanism to eliminate the duplicate construction of the lookup table. The pre-processing steps plotted in Figure 3 are divided into stages as shown in Figure 10. Steps 1, 2, 4 are assigned to shared components because they can be reused in all pipelines. Furthermore, a fixed size memory was allocated in the device, and the LUT, coordinates, and sampling value were loaded only once from the host to the device. In the concurrency pipeline, the data from the shared component will be broadcasted to the cell update kernel of each pipeline.

4.3.2. Asynchronous Data Transfer and Computation

As the number of concurrency pipelines increases, the number of data exchanges between CPU and GPU will also increase accordingly. In order to reduce the cost of memory allocation, we implement a memory pool that can be reused by the gridding kernel. Each GPU stream can access its fraction of the memory pool through its stream id. We then allocate pinned memory on the host side to obtain the highest bandwidth. Since the host CPU feeds cell update tasks to GPU asynchronously, the computation and data transfer can be overlapped.
4.3.3. Thread-level Data Reuse

In some gridding applications with high sampling densities, the number of neighboring points for one target cell can achieve 90,000, which challenges data transfer between the SM and device memory. From experiment analysis, adjacent cells on the same row have the similar contribution region at high output resolution. To increase the data reusability between different threads, we assign threads to be responsible for the computational tasks of multiple adjacent cells. In addition, the adjacent cells corresponding to the same thread will use the same intermediate results in the computation, such as the contributing rings and starting contributing points, etc.

4.4. Porting to different GPU architectures

With the advent of numerous accelerators with different architectures, hardware portability is becoming a feature that should be present in typical scientific applications. As a data-driven astronomical application, gridding should have portability on different GPU architectures. ROCm\(^5\) is AMD’s open-source software platform for GPU-accelerated high-performance computing and machine learning [1, 15, 18]. An efficient thread assignment scheme is designed for the cell update step on GPU, in Section 4.1.2, to enable HEGrid could adapt to AMD GPU and obtain high performance. Through the ROCm platform, we successfully port HEGrid to the AMD GPU architecture and run it on the Instinct MI50 GPU. In addition, HEGrid can also run on the GPU with AMD’s latest CDNA architecture. There are challenges in porting HEGrid to the AMD GPU. First, ROCm does not support texture memory bound, we allocate global memory instead. Second, the performance profiling tools integrated with ROCm are under development and are not yet perfect. Currently, we manually tune the size of thread blocks to get better performance and have not yet done further profiling and optimization of performance based on architecture, which is part of our future work.

5. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we perform detailed evaluations of HEGrid, in aspects of overall performance, the performance impact of the optimization scheme, the portability on different GPU architectures, and the accuracy of HEGrid. We used both simulated datasets and actual observational datasets from FAST in the experiment and compared the HEGrid to other gridding frameworks.

5.1. Experimental Setup

5.1.1. Hardware Configurations

Experiments are conducted on two servers with different GPU architectures, namely Server_V with Xeon Gold 6151 CPU and NVIDIA V100 GPU, and Server_M with Xeon E5-2620 CPU and AMD MI50 GPU. Their hardware configurations are shown in Table 1.

5.1.2. Datasets

As performance could be data dependent, we use two different datasets for the performance evaluation, as shown in Table 2. The first is a simulated datasets generated with the observation parameters of FAST. The second is an actual observational datasets collected by FAST. It is worth noting that the simulated dataset differs from the actual dataset with a much larger data size at each channel ($10^7$ vs $10^6$). This is because FAST has not yet completed a full survey of the sky, and it requires multiple repeat scans of the same target sky area to get as complete a picture of the sky as possible. Additionally, FAST will complete a more comprehensive survey in the coming period, and more complete data are not yet available for performance analysis, so we use simulated data with high sampling density (i.e., the datasets with large data sizes) for the performance analysis in some experiments.

5.1.3. Performance Metrics

We use speedup as our main metric to measure the performance changes. In Section 5.2 and 5.4, the speedup is the ratio of the baseline running time to the running time of HEGrid. A state-of-the-art gridding framework with the shortest running time (i.e., the best) would be selected as the baseline. In Section 5.3, the speedup is the ratio of the running time of the non-optimized HEGrid (i.e., baseline) to the running time of the optimized HEGrid.

5.2. Overall Performance

The comparison between HEGrid and other state-of-the-art gridding frameworks is shown in Table 3. It can be seen that HEGrid outperforms other frameworks by up to 5.5x performance speedup in all experiments. This demonstrated the advantage of HEGrid in radio astronomy data gridding.

Specifically, on the simulated dataset, we evaluate the dependence of performance on data size per channel. HEGrid has the best performance compared to Cygrid and HCGrid. It’s 5.5x faster than Cygrid. This benefits from our design of HEGrid running on CPU-GPU heterogeneous architectures and the high process-level parallelism in the gridding.

On the FAST’s observed data, we evaluate the dependence of performance on the number of frequency channels. HEGrid also outperforms Cygrid and HCGrid. It’s 4.3x faster than HCGrid. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our parallelization strategy of multi pipeline concurrency and other optimization techniques.

5.3. Analysis of Performance Optimizations

5.3.1. Redundancy Elimination

Our optimization scheme on the CPU eliminates the duplicate computations in the pre-processing step. We now measure the performance of HEGrid under the optimization of component share-based redundancy elimination. Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the overall performance improvements brought by our scheme on the simulated dataset and FAST’s observed data respectively.

First, under the simulated datasets with different data sizes, the average performance improvement brought by the
redundancy elimination is 3.2x. Specifically, compared with Figure 12, performance improvement of redundancy elimination scheme is more obvious for large datasets. This is because the duplicate lookup table construction and the duplicate data loading from the host to the device will be one of the major performance challenges in processing the large datasets. Therefore, the performance benefits of the redundancy elimination strategy will be more obvious. Second, the performance improvement is also evident in the data observed by FAST with different frequency channels, demonstrating the effectiveness of our strategy for multiple pipeline concurrency. In addition, the performance improvement exhibited with a channel count of 50 is slightly lower than that of Figure 11, which further proves the performance advantage of the redundancy elimination strategy for large datasets, the scale of data from FAST will need to handle in the future.

5.3.2. Threads Concurrency on GPU

HEGrid vectorizes the cell update on GPU in a SIMT manner. We evaluate the HEGrid performance by varying the size of the thread blocks on NVIDIA V100 GPU. The data used in this section is the simulated dataset with $1.5 \times 10^7$ and $1.9 \times 10^7$ data sizes, respectively. Figure 13 shows the HEGrid running time under different thread block sizes. We can observe that before reaching the optimal thread organization configuration (e.g., near 352), the performance improves as the size of the thread block increases. This is because more threads are being scheduled to execute on the SM. After that, when the number of threads per block is greater than 352, the running time begins a linear increase again. The reason is that the V100 has a total number of 65,536 registers for each SM, while the HEGrid’s kernel uses 88 registers as we analyzed using the nsight-compute tool [24, 30]. It means that the maximum (also optimal) of block sizes that can be scheduled to execute on the SM would be 352, which could schedule two blocks to SM (use $2 \times 352 \times 88 = 61,952$ registers, less than 65,536), that is $2 \times 352$ parallel threads execution on the SM. However, even one more warp is added, i.e., the block size is $352+32 = 384$, there would be no more blocks (e.g., two blocks required registers would be $2 \times 384 \times 88 > 65,536$) to be scheduled to execute on the SM, that is only 384 parallel threads execu-

### Table 1
Hardware configurations for experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server</th>
<th>Server_V</th>
<th>Server_M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>GPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Xeon Gold 6151</td>
<td>Tesla V100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transistors</td>
<td>14nm</td>
<td>12nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Cores</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Frequency (MHz)</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>1245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Frequency (MHz)</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>1380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Memory Type</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>HBM2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Memory Clock (MHZ)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Memory Bandwidth (GB/s)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Memory Size (GB)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host Memory Size (GB)</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2
Datasets for Experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Simulated</th>
<th>Observed (by FAST)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File Format</td>
<td>HDF5</td>
<td>HDF5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam Size</td>
<td>$180^\circ$</td>
<td>$180^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Size</td>
<td>$60^\circ \times 20^\circ$</td>
<td>$60^\circ \times 20^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Center</td>
<td>$(30^\circ, 41^\circ)$</td>
<td>$(30^\circ, 41^\circ)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Points Num</td>
<td>$1.50E + 07 \sim 1.90E + 07$</td>
<td>$2.83E + 06$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channels Num</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10 ~ 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Size</td>
<td>$2.91 \sim 3.68$ GB</td>
<td>3.32 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 11](image1.png)

**Figure 11:** Performance improvement of redundancy elimination scheme under the simulated datasets with different data sizes.

![Figure 12](image2.png)

**Figure 12:** Performance improvements of redundancy elimination scheme under the FAST’s observed data with different frequency channels.
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Table 3
Comparison of the performance of gridding frameworks (Running Time (s)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Simulated</th>
<th>Observed (by FAST)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.50E+07</td>
<td>1.60E+07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cygrid</td>
<td>165.87</td>
<td>171.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCGrid</td>
<td>173.25</td>
<td>178.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEGrid</td>
<td>30.21</td>
<td>32.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speedup (HEGrid)</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>5.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13: Performance as a function of the size of the thread blocks on NVIDIA V100 GPU.

Figure 14: L1 and L2 hit rate as functions of the size of the thread blocks on NVIDIA V100 GPU.

5.3.3. Streams Concurrency on GPU

Now, we analyze the performance improvements from the multi-streams concurrency on GPU. Here we have expanded the experimental dataset, i.e., added two sizes of observed sky fields, $5^\circ \times 5^\circ$ and $10^\circ \times 10^\circ$, and two beam widths, $180^\prime$ and $300^\prime$. A small beam width represents a high output resolution and more target cells on the map. The data size of the extended dataset range from $1.5 \times 10^7$ to $1.5 \times 10^9$. Figure 15 shows the performance improvements using different streams compared to the default stream. Here we use "R*-S"," to represent a specific output resolution and sampling density of the experimental data, for example, RH-SH for an output resolution of $180^\prime$ and a sampling size of $1.5 \times 10^7$, RL-SM for an output resolution of $300^\prime$ with a sample size of $1.5 \times 10^8$, and the rest of the cases and so on. Based on the results presented in the figure, one can make the following observations. First, multiple streams can yield significant performance improvements compared to using the default stream, up to 55% in the current experiments, which benefits from the overlapping between different streams. Second, the performance improvement brought by the multiple concurrent streams is more pronounced in the low output resolution and small observation field cases. On the contrary, the performance improvement percentage tends to decrease. This is because at low output resolutions or small observation fields, the number of cells on the output map is smaller, allowing more streams to be concurrent and a higher concurrency between different streams. On the contrary, the computation will change to compute-intensive in the higher output resolutions or larger observation fields, and the concurrency of streams will decrease due to the resource limitation of the GPUs. Third, the performance improvement from multiple concurrent streams is more pronounced at low sample sizes. On the contrary, the computation will change to memory-intensive in the larger sample size, and the concurrency of streams will decrease due to the I/O limitation. In addition, performance improvements tend to flatten out after a threshold number of streams, which is determined by the resources of the device.

Overall, we could conclude that multi-stream concurrency could significantly improve the performance in most cases. Specifically, the optimal concurrent stream configuration needs to be tuned based on the observations, output resolution, and device resources, and dynamically adjusting the stream configuration for optimal performance is part of our future work.

5.3.4. Thread-level Data Reuse

We also propose a thread-level data reuse scheme targeting the high output resolution and large data size. Fig-
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Figure 15: Performance of varied number of streams. The top and bottom represent the results of the experimental analysis for the gridding of two observation sky fields of size $5^\circ \times 5^\circ$ and $10^\circ \times 10^\circ$, respectively. The vertical axis represents the performance improvement with different streams compared to using the default stream (one stream).

Figure 16: Performance improvement of thread-level data reuse scheme. $\gamma = 2$ and $\gamma = 3$ presents $\gamma$ adjacent cells shared same contribution region.

5.4. Performance Portability

To demonstrate the performance portability of HEGrid, using the simulated datasets and FAST actual observation datasets, we also evaluate HEGrid on Server_M with AMD Instinct MI50 GPU. The comparison of HEGrid, and Cygrid is shown in Table 4. Cygrid-16 and Cygrid-32 represent Cygrid experiments using 16 and 32 CPU cores. We can observe that running on Server_M, HEGrid also presents promising performance, outperforming Cygrid by up to 3.8x performance speedup, which demonstrates the performance portability potential of HEGrid under different GPU architectures. It is undeniable that HEGrid running on Server_M exhibits a performance gap compared to running on Server_V with V100 GPU. The reasons behind this include. First, the limited hardware resources of the MI50 GPU compared to the V100 GPU results in low concurrency of the HEGrid’s pipelines. Experimental analysis reveals that for HEGrid, thread blocks can only schedule up to 128 parallel threads concurrently on the MI50 GPU SM to get "relatively better" performance. Second, as introduced in Section 4.4, the performance profiling tools integrated with ROCm are not yet complete, and we currently manually tune the size of thread blocks to obtain better performance. Therefore, besides organizing parallel threads to obtain high performance, no further performance analysis and optimizations have been done based on the architecture, which is part of our future work.

5.5. Accuracy

Along with the performance analysis, we evaluate the accuracy of the gridding results by comparing Cygrid and HEGrid results using actual FAST observational data.

Figure 17 shows the real sky images of one of the FAST surveys obtained from the gridding of HEGrid (left) and Cygrid (middle), respectively, and their differences (right) for comparing the accuracy of HEGrid and Cygrid. We can ob-
Table 4
Comparison of the performance of Cygrid and HEGrid (Running on Server_M, Running Time (s)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Simulated Datasize / Channel num</th>
<th>Observed (by FAST)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.50E+07 1.60E+07 1.70E+07 1.80E+07 1.90E+07</td>
<td>10 20 30 40 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cygrid-16</td>
<td>163.15 171.17 177.85 177.95 185.43</td>
<td>86.31 83.16 88.11 85.79 87.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cygrid-32</td>
<td>161.95 169.96 178.21 185.98 187.21</td>
<td>83.62 85.35 85.45 87.57 91.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEGrid</td>
<td>70.75 75.5 77.42 80 85.62</td>
<td>21.7 50.88 78.16 99.56 125.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Speedup (HEGrid) | 2.29 | 2.25 | 2.30 | 2.22 | 2.17 | 3.85 | 1.63 | 1.09 | 0.86 | 0.71 |

Figure 17: FAST sky images for accuracy comparison. The top and bottom represent two gridding results from two different frequency channels. The gridding results from HEGrid (left), Cygrid (middle) and their difference (right) are presented.

serve that all-sky details can be clearly reconstructed and resolved in both cases and the difference between HEGrid and Cygrid, which is mainly caused by the different hardware architectures, is almost negligible. Overall, we can conclude that HEGrid retains high accuracy but better performance and is a better option for radio astronomical data gridding for large single-dish radio telescopes.

6. Conclusions

Effective and efficient data processing methods are an urgent need to fully exploit the potential of current and upcoming scientific instruments. Gridding is the most computationally intensive step in the data reduction pipeline for data from multiple frequency channels collected by radio telescopes. Fast and high-performance gridding frameworks of multi-channel radio astronomical data for large single-dish radio telescopes are expected to address the challenges.

In this paper, we develop a high efficient and scalable gridding framework, HEGrid, for multi-channel radio astronomical data of the large single-dish radio telescopes. Specifically, we propose and construct the gridding pipeline in CPU-GPU heterogeneous environments and achieve multi-pipeline concurrency. Furtherly, we propose pipeline-based co-optimization strategy to alleviate the potential negative performance impact of possible low intra- and inter-pipeline computation. Our experiments are based on both simulated datasets and FAST’s actual observed datasets. The results show that HEGrid shows very competitive performance compared with other state-of-the-art works.

Our future work plan for the optimization and application of HEGrid includes the following aspects. First, for the ROCm version of HEGrid, we plan to perform detailed performance profiling and optimization based on AMD’s GPU architecture, including the latest CNDA architecture, to improve performance further. Second, we plan to achieve architecture-aware optimization, enabling HEGrid could automatically adapt to different heterogeneous architectures (CPU and GPU with different architectures) and obtain high pipeline concurrency. Third, we plan to scale HEGrid to the cluster with multiple GPU accelerators to handle larger-scale datasets. Such as developing a more efficient resource scheduler in HEGrid for processing different batches of observations with varying sampling densities and sky area sizes. In addition, introducing HEGrid into the data reduction pipeline of FAST as a user toolkit.
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